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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Faults and failures are unavoidable in computer systems. 
To prevent catastrophic consequences of these failures, 
computer systems must be both reliable and safe, ensuring 
overall system dependability. In addition, they should be 
optimal in terms of resource utilisation because performance 
and energy efficiency are important factors for the systems 
regardless of scale from embedded devices to data centres. It is 
also crucial to provide an easy way to maintain and modify the 
system components to decrease outage time, improve 
developer’s understanding of the system and reduce associated 
costs. The same demands are applied to fault tolerance (FT) 
mechanisms of the system.  
During system design a lot of effort is made to provide high 
cohesion and loose coupling of the system components [1]. 
This approach can be applied very smoothly for functional 
properties and for business logic, because the same 
functionality may be placed in one unit and intricate 
implementation details may be hidden from other units. 
However, when FT mechanisms of such a unit are hidden, it 
makes system-wide FT less understandable and optimisable. 
Pragmatically, such an approach causes components to be 
designed maximally safe with the costs not always contributing 
to system-wide FT, precluding the possibility of centralised 
monitoring and dynamic tuning of the system based on 
interplay between required performance, resource utilisation 
and reliability. 
To deal with these issues we offer to apply the holistic fault 
tolerance (HFT) architecture, which allows developers to 
control the system FT in a global crosscutting manner. The 
vision of “Holistic” Fault Tolerance was proposed in our recent 
paper [2] where we presented a novel approach to system FT 
taking into consideration non-functional characteristics of the 
system, such as reliability, performance and energy efficiency. 
This approach assumes that the FT mechanisms across the 
entire system are managed by a central component, allowing 
the developer to reason about certain error detection and error 
recovery strategies at the system scale, and not at the scale of 
separate components. The HFT architecture does not imply the 
alteration of firmly established FT techniques [3]. In contrast, 
the HFT architecture demonstrates how these techniques can be 
applied for the design and implementation of more optimal 
computer systems by reasoning about the system FT 
holistically, rather than concentrating on individual 
components only. The reason to introduce the holistic approach 
is the facilitation of system modularity by the separation of 
crosscutting concerns, such as FT mechanisms of the system.  
While the HFT approach is considered as general and not 
restricted by certain application domains, our main focus is 
given to the component-based software architectures, since 
they are more suitable for the scope of this article. Therefore, 
generally this type of software architecture will be assumed 
further in the paper. 
The main contribution of this paper is a specific HFT 
architecture, which allows the designer to have centralised 
access to the FT functionality of the system and to tune non-
functional properties like reliability, performance and resource 
utilisation. In addition, we consider a general method that can 
be applied to facilitate the design of the HFT architecture. The 
goal of this study is to demonstrate that HFT is able to monitor 
system states and dynamically adjust the entire system to 
achieve optimal resource utilisation without uncontrolled 
reliability deterioration. 
In this paper we present further development of the HFT 
architecture that has been made since our previous work, 
consider all its elements in details and describe the techniques 
that could be applied for the implementation of the HFT 
architecture. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. 
Section 2 provides the motivation and introduces the research 
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question. Background support for the chosen study is discussed 
in Section 3. Section 4 describes the HFT architecture and all 
of its parts. A practical way to apply the HFT approach and its 
benefits are demonstrated by a real-world example in Section 
5. Concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 
II. MOTIVATION 
Our approach is called holistic, because we propose to 
consider an entire application during the design of the system’s 
FT. We have chosen FT property as main part of the concept, 
since it is an important crosscutting concern of the system, 
which can affect other non-functional properties of the system. 
We offer to use a centralised unit to manage FT across the 
system, because it is the most suitable place for the given 
functionality. Here we can analyse reliability, performance, and 
resource utilisation of the application and make necessary 
adjustments of the application based on the trade-off between 
these properties. 
According to academic [4] and industrial [5] studies, FT is 
a crosscutting concern for computer systems. In this way, 
during the design and implementation of FT functionality the 
main focus should be made system-wide, rather than on 
components. It is more convenient to centralise FT-related 
code in order to improve the modularity of the system, since 
the relevant FT functionality will be coordinated by one 
module, unit or component, simplifying the understanding and 
access to the FT mechanisms. The main dilemma is how to 
create a crosscutting component-controller implementing 
system-wide FT scenarios and at the same time to avoid over-
complicating the system architecture by binding this 
centralised controller to all crucial components of the system. 
In previous work [2] we presented two reasons for 
introducing HFT. The first is optimal system-wide operation. 
Without a holistic approach a system may consist of a set of 
optimal components without global optimality. The other 
relates to system maintenance – system-wide FT is not easily 
understandable and modifiable without a holistic approach. 
These remain the fundamental motivations for this paper. 
III. BACKGOUND AND EXISTING WORK 
This section provides an analysis of the existing approaches 
to system structuring and FT management, and considers the 
following issues: a centralised management of FT, system 
architectures based on goal-seeking behaviour, modular FT 
architectures and operation modes. 
A. Centralisation of FT management 
The study [6] provides the notion of guardian – a special 
global exception handler for a distributed system. In addition, 
they consider the implementation of distributed exception 
handling and global exception handling and analyse the 
provided guardian model. The goal of the guardian is to 
enhance existing exception handling models and provide the 
basis for them. Authors note that in a distributed systems 
exception handling is far different from sequential exception 
handling, since distributed systems require communication and 
coordination of exception handlers. Moreover, several 
exceptions may be raised concurrently. Thus, each 
participating process of the application should invoke the 
correct handler. In the guardian model, the correct handler for 
each process is chosen by the guardian according to the 
application defined recovery rules. This allows the guardian to 
orchestrate the recovery action of each involved process. 
Guardian model distinguishes global exceptions coordinated 
through the guardian and local exceptions, which are handled 
by those processes where they occurred. Main advantages of 
the guardian model are separation of global exception handling 
from participant processes and flexible primitive scheme for 
distributed exception handling. However, this approach 
involves scalability and performance overheads for the 
implementation of reliable broadcast with participating 
processes. The second limitation is a complexity of definition 
of the contexts and corresponding set of exceptions and 
handlers according to the guardian rules. 
B. Systhems with goal-seeking behaviour 
Another interesting approach is to consider the system from 
the goal-achieving point of view. One example is described by 
Brooks as the architecture of layered control system developed 
for mobile robots [7]. A control system is able to execute many 
complex processing tasks in real time. Instead of decomposing 
the problem into functional units, the author decided to apply 
task achieving behaviour decomposition. Several mobile robot 
requirements were identified. Firstly, the robot has multiple 
goals sorted by priority because the goals could be conflicting. 
Secondly, for navigation purposes, the robot uses multiple 
sensors, which not always give very precise data. The third 
point is robustness. If some parts of the control system fails, the 
robot should rely on working components. Brooks defines his 
initial motivation stating that it is not necessary to use very 
complex control systems in order to achieve complex 
behaviour. Levels of competence and layers of control are 
applied to solve each small decomposed subproblem. Levels of 
competence are defined as a guide for this work. Lower levels 
implement simple behaviours like avoiding the objects and 
wander aimlessly without hitting the walls, etc. Each next level 
offers more complex behaviour and includes each earlier level 
of competence as a subset. For each level of competence there 
is a corresponding layer of control. Layers of control are added 
incrementally without changing the lower layers. A higher 
layer augments lower layers of the control system, but the 
lower layers still produce the results without knowing about the 
higher layers. The author calls this the subsumption 
architecture. Such an architecture provides additional 
robustness since the lower levels of competence are well 
debugged and continue to produce the results. If the higher 
level is unable to produce the result during the specified time, 
then the lower level will produce the acceptable result. In 
addition, new layers can be added later if the control system 
requires additional functionality. The given architecture does 
not require any central control, because the system is 
considered as a system of independent agents. However, the 
lower layers produce the results despite the fact that these 
results will not be used hereafter. Such a scheme lacks system-
wide coordination. In some cases, this approach leads to 
overdesign: redundant operations or waste of the resources. 
Another relevant work is the idea of the Teleo-Reactive 
programs presented by Nilsson [8]. To apply this approach, the 
developer should specify the goal and define the actions to be 
performed in case of changes in a constantly monitored 
environment. Monitoring is implemented as continuous 
computation of the parameters and conditions for the actions. 
These conditions are in the regression relationship to ensure 
robust goal-seeking behaviour. The restriction of the Teleo-
Reactive programs is that they require a lot of computations to 
check the conditions. However, the majority of the conditions 
are irrelevant to the current situation or might be predicted very 
precisely. This approach is not suitable when the system 
resources should be consumed optimally and effectively. 
C. Modular FT architectures 
Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) is a promising 
paradigm intended to improve the modularity of systems by 
separation of crosscutting concerns. It is achieved by extending 
the program code behaviour in certain points, without 
modifying the code itself. This approach is being considered as 
a useful technique that can support the implementation of HFT. 
Several examples of applying AOP for supporting modular FT 
architectures are discussed below. 
In [9] the quantitative assessment of exception handling as 
aspects is provided. Author considers the benefits of using 
AOP for modularisation of exception detection and exception 
handling. AOP allows the developer to lexically separate 
exception handling code from normal application code given 
that the changes in AOP code will be less intrusive and more 
simple. However, the limitation of AOP is that there is no 
possibility to represent global properties of exception control 
flows. In addition, there are not usable abstractions for 
composition and reusing of pluggable exception handlers. 
Research [10] provides an analysis of the claim that AOP 
facilitates the modularization of exception handling 
mechanisms. Authors state that majority of software 
development methodologies do not give consideration to the 
design of a system’s exceptional behaviour. It is shown that in 
some cases AOP could even deteriorate the quality of the 
system. The main result of the study is that AOP will not 
improve FT in the system with bad architecture. However, it is 
able to facilitate the structure of well designed systems by 
separating normal and exceptional activities of the system. 
Two main contributions of the paper are based on an interplay 
between AOP and error handling. The former is classification 
of exception handling code in terms of factors that make 
influence on aspectisation. The latter is analysis of interactions 
amongst these factors. 
Feasibility and evaluation of using AOP for software 
implemented hardware FT (SIHFT) is presented in [11]. 
Authors offer to apply AOP in order to avoid tangling of 
SIHFT code with code related to the main functionality of the 
program. Fault coverage and performance penalty were used to 
assess SIHFT based on aspects. According to the experimental 
results AOP is convenient for the programs with SIHFT. The 
authors focus mainly on hardware FT that is implemented in 
software, however they do not consider FT of the entire 
system. In addition, this approach does not assume centralised 
coordination. 
Paper [12] estimates the impacts of using AOP and 
compares AOP with other techniques. The authors measure 
memory consumption and execution time overhead of the 
automotive brake controller application after introducing FT 
mechanisms represented by time redundant execution and 
control flow checking. These software mechanisms are 
intended to deal with hardware faults. The implementation is 
done at a source code level by three approaches: AOP, source 
code transformation and manual programming in C. Software 
implemented FT was preferable since it allows the designers to 
minimise the cost of redundancy by using self-checking and 
internally fault tolerant electronic control unit (ECU) instead of 
replicating several ECUs. Authors analysed the pros and cons 
of the AOP for systematic and application specific 
implementations. At the function level, FT mechanisms have a 
very high degree of tangling. This is the reason why AOP 
introduces significant performance overheads for systematic 
implementations. However, when knowledge of the application 
is leveraged, the overheads of using AOP are similar to those 
caused by manual programming in C, but AOP is more 
preferable for the developer. 
Research experiments evaluating the advantages and 
disadvantages of explicit exception flows and implicit 
exception flows using three different exception handling 
mechanisms based on Java, AspectJ and EJFlow are presented 
in [13]. This work focuses on a way to facilitate exception 
handling. The authors state that the goal of exception handling 
mechanisms is to distinguish normal code and error handling 
code. However, when the exception related code is modified, 
the control flow of the program could be unexpectedly 
affected. Sometimes it is difficult to locate the place where the 
exception will be handled or where it was raised. The paper 
claims that the main disadvantage of Java-type languages is 
that there is no link between the exception rising site and the 
exception handling site. However, exception control flow is a 
crosscutting concern and AOP techniques could be applied to 
facilitate modularity and maintainability in the presence of 
exceptions. AspectJ provides a way to distinguish normal and 
error handling code but only syntactically (not semantically). 
Therefore, the developer does not have any means for 
specifying how the exception should flow from the rising site 
to the handling site. In turn, the EJFlow exception handling 
mechanism introduces two notions: explicit exception channels 
and pluggable handlers, which are based on AspectJ 
abstractions. An explicit exception channel abstracts the flow 
of exception from the rising site to the handling site, whereas a 
pluggable handler is a special exception handler that could be 
bound to methods, blocks, classes and packages. Pluggable 
handlers encapsulate the exception handling code when a 
predefined point in an explicit exception channel is reached. 
The experiments showed that textual separation between 
normal and error handling code does not provide the expected 
benefits of modular software. At the same time, it was proved 
that exception channels and pluggable handlers provide more 
robust and flexible exception handling. Therefore, EJFlow 
abstractions reduce error likelihood, facilitate software 
maintainability, improve implementation productivity by 
providing automated support for developers and make 
exception control flow more understandable.  
D. Operation Modes 
Operation mode (OM) is a special state of the system. OM 
defines which system functionality will be available at the 
given instant of time. Or in other words, OM determines the 
link between the system state and available system 
functionality, since the capabilities that are available in one 
mode may not be available in another mode. For example, 
different set of operations is available for an aircraft during the 
taxiing, take-off or flight. 
In [14] authors promote the notion of mode as partition of 
the system state space. In addition, they consider the modes as 
convenient method for modular specification of large state 
machines. Transition is used to change the mode for the 
system. Authors provide two possible relationships between 
modes: serial and parallel. Serial mode means that the system 
could be only in one mode in one instant of time, whereas 
parallel relationship assumes that the system is in all of the 
available parallel modes simultaneously. Serial and parallel 
modes provide the way to organise assertions about system 
behaviour in a hierarchical and compartmental organisation. 
Modes represent control information about behaviour of a 
system.  
Modal systems are presented in [15]. In this study a modal 
system is defined as an abstract specification of the modes and 
mode transition. Authors propose formal definitions of the 
abstractions for specifying modal systems. It is claimed that 
operation modes are very common in real-time systems, for 
example a deadline could be dependable on operation mode. 
Using of modes and modal system refinement facilitates the 
definition of system properties, transformation of system 
requirements into model definition and control structure in the 
system. Event-B was applied to prove mode switching for the 
state based model. 
In this section we considered various approaches to the 
system structuring and possible ways of the implementation of 
FT for the systems. Our vision of the HFT architecture is 
presented in the next section. 
IV. HOLISTIC FAULT TOLERANCE ARCHITECTURE 
In previous sections we considered the issues relating to 
optimal system operations and the convenience of FT 
maintainability. To address these problems, we propose the 
HFT architecture blueprint. This architecture assumes that the 
application is build out of components whose responsibility is 
to deliver the main system functionality. The core of this 
architecture is a special component called the HFT controller, 
which is supported by several HFT agents. These elements of 
the architecture ensure dependable and optimal system 
operation. In addition, they provide a clear view of the system 
FT mechanisms. The HFT controller coordinates system-wide 
FT with the assistance of the HFT agents that simplify the 
implementation and improve the scalability of the HFT 
controller. Each HFT agent acts as an intermediary between the 
HFT controller and one or several system components. It is 
possible to go without the HFT agents for small applications, 
given that the corresponding functionality will be implemented 
by the HFT controller. 
 
Fig. 1. The HFT architecture 
Details of the HFT architecture are provided below. 
A. HFT controller 
The HFT controller is a crosscutting unit, which 
coordinates FT strategies and analyses the performance of the 
entire system. These tasks are mainly performed with the 
assistance of the HFT agents, which obtain all required 
information from the monitored system components and pass it 
to the HFT controller. Moreover, the HFT controller initiates 
fault handling and reconfiguration of the entire system after 
detecting certain erroneous conditions and checking error rates. 
In this case, apart from the HFT agents’ help, the HFT 
controller utilises public interfaces of crucial system 
components in order to adjust the reliability, quality of service, 
performance and energy consumption of the system. However, 
it should not be aware of the inner structure or encapsulated 
information of the monitored components because in this case 
it will be very complex for maintenance and understanding. 
This is the reason why the knowledge of the HFT controller 
about the system should be restricted by the general structure 
of the system and the performance characteristics and average 
resource utilisation requirements of the system components. 
The HFT controller should know about the ties between the 
HFT agents and system components. In all cases when the 
implementation details of the monitored system components 
are required to perform some action, the HFT controller should 
use the HFT agents, which are responsible for their areas of the 
system and able to provide all required information. Depending 
on this data, the HFT controller will make system adjustments 
and reconfigurations.  
B. HFT agent 
The HFT agent is a special object monitoring only one or in 
some cases several system components that are responsible for 
similar system functionality. It supplies the HFT controller 
with up-to-date information about the state of the observed 
components. The HFT agent is not aware of the whole system 
structure, because its goal is to monitor only parts of the system 
and pass the obtained information to the HFT controller. The 
agents have the possibility and right of intervention to the 
control flow inside the functions of monitored components in 
order to evaluate the results and handle the errors, since agents 
are aware of the implementation details of these components.  
C. Interaction between the HFT controller and the HFT 
agents 
The HFT controller works with all available HFT agents. In 
case of error in an observed component, the HFT agent could 
request the HFT controller for a suitable error recovery or fault 
handling action. In addition, the HFT agent should detect the 
erroneous states in the monitored component and propagate 
this information to the HFT controller. To reduce HFT 
controller complication, we propose to use discrete 
enumerations by the HFT controller whenever it is possible. 
For instance, quality of the operation or result of the function 
could be presented by the following enumeration: Error, Low 
Quality, Medium Quality and Good Quality. The additional 
task of the HFT agent is to perform mapping between real data 
types and simplified data types suitable for the HFT controller. 
D. Interaction between the HFT agent and monitored system 
components 
The HFT agent monitors one or more system components. 
That includes checking of the results provided by principal 
functions, performing error detection and error recovery and 
suppressing exception raising in the monitored components. If 
the HFT agent monitors more than one component, errors 
could be detected based on concurrent analysis of two 
components. In this case, error recovery could affect both 
components as well. In addition, the HFT agent evaluates 
current performance and current error rates in its area of 
responsibility composed of the observed components. 
E. Interaction between the HFT controller and monitored 
system component 
The HFT controller has an access to special public 
interfaces of the system components. These interfaces are used 
to adjust the component settings after changing of the operation 
mode or/and to perform fault handling by the reconfiguration 
of the component. These interfaces give the possibility for the 
HFT controller to tune reliability and performance of the entire 
system. We propose to use only public interfaces of the system 
components for the interaction between the HFT controller and 
observed system components. All other activities, requiring the 
amendment of the component behaviour should be done via the 
HFT agents. 
F. Fault tolerance functionality 
FT mechanisms in the given architecture are distributed 
across the entire system, but coordinated centrally by the HFT 
controller. In some cases, it is worth to introduce some 
redundancy in FT mechanisms in such a way that the same 
error could be handled by the component itself and by the HFT 
agent. The decision on suitable error handling scenarios will be 
made by the HFT controller depending on the current system 
state. Such an approach provides the flexibility in the choice of 
the optimal error recovery scenario. Some errors will be 
handled by both the component itself and the HFT agent. Only 
part of the system components needs to be involved in the HFT 
mechanisms. It makes sense to use only crucial components 
that globally affect the system operation or could be 
reconfigured in terms of performance or resource usage. It is 
definitely more convenient to implement these system 
components to be “HFT-ready” providing all necessary 
interfaces and preparing them to work with the HFT controller 
and HFT agent. However, when the components do not provide 
such interfaces, for example legacy components, the 
developers can implement special wrappers or adapters for 
these components. 
G. Operation Modes 
Operation mode could be defined as a functional state of 
the system. Another usage of OM is to provide a non-
functional distinction when one mode describes full 
functionality of the system, whereas another mode is used for 
exceptional conditions.  
With respect to the HFT architecture we offer to apply 
modes, considering an interplay between reliability, 
performance and energy consumption. OMs could be applied 
for the entire system and for separate components in some 
cases. It is evident that the HFT controller is the most suitable 
place to control and choose the optimal OM for the system 
components. Let us consider the following example. Two 
components are performing some operation. To finish one 
cycle, the chunk of data should be processed by one component 
and put in the queue. The second component checks the queue. 
When there is a chunk of data, it takes this chunk for 
processing. To provide real-time behaviour, it is necessary to 
balance the loading of the components. We can specify how to 
distribute computer resources between these two components 
and how to balance the data chunk queue. It can be noticed that 
the HFT controller is a very suitable place to make a decision 
about resource distribution and OM assignation. HFT agents 
could monitor the calculation results of these components and 
supply the HFT controller with this information, so that the 
HFT controller is able to increase or decrease the quality of 
service for each component on-the-fly. OM can also be 
considered as a graceful degradation for the system when some 
component fails or requires restart. This idea provides the 
possibility of fault handling with the assistance of the HFT 
controller, which performs system reconfiguration by choosing 
suitable modes for the system components. 
A system designer should choose which components of the 
system will participate or will be included in the HFT 
behaviour and which components will just provide their 
functionality without being affected by the HFT controller and 
agents. The system components are classified into four groups.  
 Components that are monitored by one or more HFT 
agent and provide the interface for the HFT controller. 
Components C1, C2 and C3 in Fig. 1. 
 Components that are monitored by the HFT agent/s 
only and do not provide interfaces for the HFT 
controller. Component C4 in Fig. 1. 
 Components that only provide the interface for the HFT 
controller. This means that for the given components it 
does not make sense to observe their inner operation, 
but they provide good flexibility in tuning performance 
and resource utilisation. Component C5 in Fig. 1. 
 Components that just provide their functionality and are 
not included in the HFT scheme. Components C6 and 
C7 in Fig. 1. 
In this section we provided the description of the HFT 
architecture, which includes a special HFT controller and a 
number of HFT agents. In short, the HFT controller is aware of 
the general structure of the system and it works with general 
entities such as quality of the result, error rates and 
performance, whereas the HFT agent is aware of the 
implementation details of some part of the application. In 
addition, we proposed that FT of the system components 
should be considered in the context of the entire application, 
but not as a property of these components.  The next section 
provides description of the case study demonstrating practical 
usage of the HFT architecture for real applications. 
V. CASE STUDY 
The case study is centred on the application for the 
recognition of UK car number plates. The main goal of the 
application is to demonstrate practical usage of the HFT 
approach and provide evaluation of the HFT architecture. Thus, 
it helps to explain the stages of design and implementation of 
the HFT architecture for the system. The application is not 
intended to compete with industrial solutions, but it shows how 
the HFT architecture can be employed during real-world 
software development processes. 
Since our previous work [2], the case study has undergone 
several changes to assess the benefits of the HFT architecture 
and to evaluate its scalability and maintainability. Firstly, the 
previous approach of image processing when the images were 
uploaded one-by-one was replaced with the queue processing 
approach. Secondly, we applied AOP to support the 
modularisation of crosscutting behaviour. Thirdly, the tasks 
that were performed by the HFT component alone in the first 
version of the application are now distributed among the HFT 
controller and HFT agents according to the HFT architecture. 
This was done to simplify the HFT controller and make it as 
clear as possible. In the old version the HFT component was 
presented as a separate class with global knowledge about the 
system. Sensor and monitoring actions were performed by the 
HFT component as well. This architecture was suitable for a 
small application. However, for a bigger application, such an 
architecture would face scalability issues, since the HFT 
component should have an access to all important components 
of the system. The first version of the application was 
implemented in C# language. The new version is implemented 
in Java with AspectJ [16] AOP extension. 
Five components are responsible for the functional 
capabilities of the system: Car Number Plate Recognition 
(CNPR) component, Initial Image Processing (IIP) component, 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) component, Number 
Plates Queue (NPQ) component and Result Checker (RC) 
component. Simplified structure of the application is depicted 
in Fig. 2. The CNPR provides the system functionality to the 
user. This component allows the user to choose a set of images 
for recognition and monitor the state of the system. In addition, 
the CNPR shows recognition results for each image, such as 
time and quality of the operations and the recognised car 
number plate string. When the user has chosen the images, they 
are passed to the IIP where the images are processed 
concurrently.  
 
Fig. 2. Architecture of the application 
IIP has a choice of two algorithms. The first is light and 
fast, whereas the second is complex, but more reliable. 
Depending on the system state, image size and image quality 
the most suitable algorithm will be chosen for the current 
image. This component adjusts resolution and contrast of the 
image, localises the number plate quadrilateral on the image 
and eliminates the rotation and perspective skew of the number 
plate cutout. After that the given cutout will be placed onto the 
NPQ, which stores the cutouts until OCR is ready to process 
them.  
OCR includes three recognition algorithms, which differ in 
quality and performance. It is chosen dynamically which 
algorithm to use for the current number plate cutout. In some 
cases, two or three algorithms may be launched concurrently to 
provide reliable character recognition. Apart from these three 
algorithms, the OCR component includes a Character 
Segmentation (CS) subcomponent, because only one algorithm 
is able to search the string on the image, whereas the two other 
algorithms accept only separate symbols. After the recognition 
process the found string is sent to the RC component, which 
checks whether the result corresponds to the national format. 
After this step all information related to the image recognition 
will be available to the user. The abovementioned sequence of 
actions describes an ideal case. However, errors could happen 
at every stage of this sequence. In addition, third-party image 
processing algorithms were applied and we cannot be sure that 
they will work without errors or timeouts. This was the reason 
to introduce redundancy and use several algorithms instead of 
only one algorithm for each operation. The structure of IIP and 
OCR components is flexible and algorithms could be added or 
replaced without significant overheads. To satisfy non-
functional requirements for the case study application we 
implemented the system in accordance with the HFT 
architecture.  
The FT and performance of the system are managed by the 
HFT controller with the assistance of three HFT agents. The 
first agent measures the performance of IIP and OCR. In 
addition, the state of NPQ is monitored. The second agent is 
responsible for error handling and the third agent supports the 
operation modes. We applied AOP for the implementation of 
the HFT agents. Around advice [17] is applied to implement 
custom behaviour before and after invocation of the target 
method. If necessary, the method result can be substituted. We 
use around advices for the implementation of performance 
monitoring and exception/error handling. It should be noted 
that the erroneous state could be defined not only by catching 
the exception, but by checking special conditions or values of 
certain variables as well. For example, low quality in IIP could 
lead to errors in OCR. If a number of such errors happened, 
then low quality of initial processing will be considered an 
erroneous state. However, if character recognition is not 
affected, then low quality initial processing is considered 
normal operation. 
The HFT controller works only with public interfaces of 
monitored components, whereas the HFT agents have access to 
encapsulated information of the system components. HFT 
agents receive the information from IIP and OCR and 
transform it to the suitable form for the HFT controller, which 
works with general entities like quality of the result, type of the 
error, error rates and execution time of the operations 
Several scenarios are possible when an error is detected. 
The agent that is responsible for error handling will inform the 
HFT controller about the error in IIP or OCR. Depending on 
operation mode controller will choose one of the following 
actions. If the error is not frequent and can be recovered locally 
then the HFT agent does not intervene in component operation. 
If the error occurred in OCR when several recognition 
algorithms were launched and only one algorithm failed then 
the HFT controller specifies the HFT agent to skip the error, 
since other functions would return the result. If all recognition 
algorithms failed then the recognition operation would be 
stopped and IIP would be started again with complex, but 
reliable algorithm. 
If the HFT controller notices that the error rate of some 
function is higher that acceptable error rate, it could 
reconfigure the system component in order to avoid the calls of 
erroneous function. However, this is possible only in case 
when the component provides several alternates of the same 
operation. 
The application works with a set of images continuously 
arriving to IIP and getting processed concurrently. As number 
plate cutouts are found they are added to the number plate 
queue, which is monitored by the HFT agent. When the queue 
is not empty, OCR takes items (number plate cutouts) from the 
queue for recognition as it performs the recognition of the 
number plates. The task of the HFT controller is to support the 
balance of the queue that should not be empty when OCR tries 
to peek a prepared image. At the same time, the queue should 
not grow uncontrollably. To implement this task, the HFT 
controller distributes available computer resources (mainly 
CPU threads) between IIP and OCR to provide smooth and 
concurrent execution. When the queue starts to grow, the HFT 
controller reduces the number of threads for IIP and gives more 
threads for OCR. However, if the queue becomes empty, the 
HFT controller implements the reverse action. Moreover, apart 
from resource allocation, the HFT controller uses the HFT 
agents to monitor the quality of operation of this components. 
It could reduce or increase the quality by changing the 
operation mode for the component.  
At the moment two operation modes are available for IIP 
and OCR, namely reliability and performance. The HFT 
controller receives monitoring information from the HFT 
agents and sets the most suitable operation mode through a 
special public interface of these two components. The mode is 
chosen depending on current performance and reliability 
requirements. In some cases, the HFT controller could assign 
performance mode for IIP and reliability mode for OCR or vice 
versa if this action will make the system operation closer to the 
optimal in terms of performance and resource utilisation. The 
application component (IIP or OCR) should not know about 
the operation modes and reconfiguration policies, since both 
could change. Instead, the application component provides the 
interface for the HFT controller for adjusting its performance, 
reliability and resource utilisation. This interface does not 
reveal the inner structure of the component. For example, the 
following functions are general and do not reveal inner 
structure: SetInitialImageProcessingActions (list of actions), 
SetRecognitionAlgorithms (list of algorithms as parameters), 
SetConcurrencyType (applying algorithms concurrently or 
consequently), ChangeErrorRecoveryType (local, holistic or 
combined). 
AOP can significantly simplify the developing of the HFT 
agents. In this way, the developer does not need to change the 
observed components, which almost eliminates the possibility 
of introducing bugs in existing code. Secondly, we can get 
access to the private fields and encapsulated information of 
observed components. These operations should be done with 
precaution in order to avoid significant alteration of component 
behaviour. 
At the moment we are applying Order Graphs [18] to 
support modelling and to make the HFT approach suitable for 
the general case. As part of our future work and further 
development of the HFT architecture we are planning to 
undertake the evaluation of the HFT architecture. It will consist 
of two phases. The first is the definition of quantitative 
benefits. An application with same functionality will be 
developed without the HFT approach. After that we will 
compare performance and resource utilisation requirements on 
the same input data sets. The second phase is the qualitative 
evaluation of the HFT architecture from maintainability point 
of view. We will apply the same two applications (with and 
without HFT approach) and undertake some changes of FT-
related functionality. After that we will compare how many 
changes are required in both version of the application. For 
example, how many lines of code changed, how many 
functions or classes are affected. 
The architecture of the case study has been altered since the 
previous version and now it works with a set of images to 
clearly demonstrate performance benefits. In addition, we 
applied AOP to analyse how this methodology can be 
employed for the implementation of the HFT agents. 
VI. CONSCLUSION 
In this paper we presented a Holistic Fault Tolerance 
architecture, which implies that system-wide FT strategies and 
resource distribution in the system are coordinated by the HFT 
controller with the assistance of a number of HFT agents. This 
architecture and its associated design methods have been 
applied to a case study application which has passed initial 
operational experimental validation and analyses. Comparative 
studies with other approaches will follow in the immediate 
future. 
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